Outdoor
living
GOOD VIBES,
GOOD LIFE

Good
vibes,
A good life is a collection
of happy moments.
With Aluvision’s Outdoor
Living, these moments are
within reach.
This collection includes a wide
range of modular living units,
with an eye for minimalistic
design and excellent quality.
Enhance your outdoor
entertainment area and bring
the indoors out!

good
life.

OUTDOOR LIVING



O U R S TO RY

Dare
to dream.
Aluvision is a first-generation manufacturing company where passion
and drive are core elements. We are a family business started by a
strong couple, Ann Vancoillie and Dirk Deleu. Aluvision tells a story of
ambition, challenges and growth. We dare to dream, but at the same
time we like a ‘no-nonsense’ approach. Durability, precision and highquality products are the core concepts of the Aluvision story.
Founded in Belgium (Europe) in 2003, Aluvision currently services more
than 3,000 partners worldwide. The company has large production
facilities and inspiring showrooms in Atlanta, GA and in Deinze, Belgium.
As an innovative developer & worldwide supplier of high-quality
modular systems for indoor & outdoor environments, Aluvision combines
bold imagination with unmatched engineering and manufacturing
expertise.
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O U R S TO RY

AWARD-WINNING DESIGN
Product design driven by
elegance, precision and craftsmanship creates unique architectural experiences.

INNOVATION
With research and development at the core of our
company, we aim to build intelligent products with
a clean design, while continuously looking for new
technologies to integrate.

MODULARITY

Aluvision North American headquarters in Duluth, GA

Why choose
Aluvision?
Aluvision focuses on revolutionary ways of thinking and
developing products, and has done so for over 20 years.
By thinking out-of-the-box, we hope to shake up existing
markets with modular architectural elements that focus
on design, quality and efficiency in order to enhance our
client’s unique experiences.
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Modularity is at the heart of our design. Create
endless combinations and creative possibilities with
a wide range of materials, finishing options and
sustainable products.

QUALITY
From production to customer service, we always
strive for high-end quality. A keen eye for detail
and internal quality checks guarantee we deliver
on our promises.

EFFICIENCY
We continuously aim for maximum output with
minimal effort. Our modular system for outdoor
environments is easy to build and ensures a high
return on investment.
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PRODUCTS

Get inspired by

Puro

13½’ x 10’ x 8½’

Give your outdoor
unit that extra touch
with our LEDline
The integrated LEDline will brighten up your evenings.
Create shade and comfort with vertical aluminum shutters.
The unit can be placed on any flat surface and allows you
to add flooring of your choice.

Box unit. Award-winning concept with
integrated LEDline lighting element.
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PRODUCTS

Box unit. Add a sun screen that provides
shade and exudes beachy vibes.

Mix aluminum
& tropical wood
for an exclusive
and cozy look
Opt for a stylish look with a combination
of aluminum & tropical wood shutter
frames. The semi-open ceiling, made
out of vertical aluminum beams, filters
the sunlight.

10’ x 10’ x 8½’

Create that
vacation vibe
and add a sun
screen to provide
shade
A semi-translucent, retractable roof gives
you the option of an open or closed ceiling.
You can opt for a minimalistic structure with
white, aluminum shutter frames. The unit can
be placed on any flat surface and allows you to
add flooring of your choice.

13½’ x 10’ x 8½’
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Bay unit. Attached or detached, a Bay unit is
the perfect extension to your home.
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PRODUCTS

Bay unit. Live the good life! Entertain
friends and family in a unique and refined
outdoor setting.

Personalize your
unit by choosing
any color
The classy combination of white
aluminum and wooden shutter beams
creates a unique look. The fixed roof
provides shade and shelter, allowing
you to enjoy your outdoor area, any
time of the year.

13½’ x 10’ x 8½’

Enhance your outdoor
entertainment area
to enjoy with friends
and family

Bay unit. Add a fixed roof for complete
protection against the weather elements.

The combination of white aluminum
and tropical wood makes for a clean,
elegant and breezy appearance.

13½’ x 10’ x 8½’
12
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PRODUCTS

Imagine the limitless
possibilities for
both commercial
and residential
properties
Any unit can be customized to your preferred
specifications with a variety of finishing
options. A white powder-coated finish paired
with a retractable fabric ceiling and tropical
wood louvers instantly transports you to
paradise.

10’ x 10’ x 8 ½’
Bay unit. Easily extend your living
space with an attached Bay unit.

Design the perfect
outdoor living
area that marries
style and function
The Bay Unit is the perfect home add-on,
designed to bring the indoors, out. Add
a fixed roof for an outdoor living space
that can be enjoyed in any weather.
10’ x 13’ x 8 ½’

Bay unit. The perfect
solution for a stylish
poolside cabana,
whether at home or
a resort.
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PRODUCTS

Envision relaxing
in your own version
of paradise,
wherever that
may be
10’ x 10’ x 8 ½’

Louvered wall and ceiling frames give you
that secluded feeling, but you don’t have to
lose sight of the world around you.

Bay unit. Create an inviting and elegant
outdoor hospitality environment with
a uniquely designed Puro unit.

Bay unit. The tropical wood and fixed louvered frames
are breezy, inviting, and designed in-house.

Hospitality
never looked
so good
16’ x 10’ x 8 ½’
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Envision relaxing and enjoying a drink while
admiring one of the world’s greatest city
skylines.
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MODEL

Puro
range

The Outdoor Living Collection:
A collection of modular outdoor living
units, with an eye for minimalistic
design and excellent quality.
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With the Puro range, Aluvision offers the ultimate outdoor
structure for any residential, hospitality or other commercial
outdoor environment. Whether you are a homeowner who wants
to create a private staycation paradise, or a business owner
looking for that perfect shade structure, cabana, or al fresco
dining area for your customers, Aluvision has the answer.
The Puro range consists of two types of modular, aluminum
outdoor units: The Bay Collection and Box Collection. A unit in the
Bay Collection can be used as a free-standing structure or as a
wall-mounted pergola with stylish options to close the sides and
roof. Units in the Box Collection are free-standing and can be
finished with a floor of your choice. Both collections are modular,
meaning they offer several options and finishes that allow you to
customize the units in countless different ways.
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MODEL

Combine white or black aluminum with tropical
wooden beams to create a luxurious & cozy
outdoor environment.

Puro
range

Box unit

Bay unit

An Aluvision Box unit will surround
you with a cool, breezy feel from
floor to ceiling.

An Aluvision Bay unit creates a
unique outdoor environment where
you will experience that dreamy
vacation feel, whether on your
patio at home or at a downtown
rooftop bar.

Add a flooring finish of your choice
and play around with various
materials & colors to create your
ideal outdoor space. Every unit
is modular, so you can curate
whatever style you desire. Create
an idyllic lounge area in your
backyard to entertain friends and
family, or a classy private area for
your customers.
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Modular living units with an eye
for a pure & minimalistic design.

It’s the perfect place to unwind
and relax while watching the
sunset and enjoying a cocktail, any
time of the year.
Mix and match colors & materials.
Combine tropical wood and
aluminum for a modern, yet warm
and cozy look.
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Mix and
match
Sliding louvered wall frames
Aluminum, horizontally fixed
louvers 1.22”x1.22” (31x31 mm)
(for Box units only)



Sliding louvered wall frames
Wood, horizontally fixed
louvers 1.18”x1.18” (30x30 mm)
(for Box units only)

PURO RANGE

Louvered wall frames
fixed vertical louvers 0.79”x2.17”
(20x55 mm) in aluminum



Louvered wall frames
fixed horizontal louvers 1.18”x1.18”
(30x30 mm) in wood

Louvered wall frames
fixed horizontal louvers 1.22”x1.22”
(31x31 mm) in aluminum

OUTDOOR LIVING
OPTIONS

Fixed roof

Retractable fabric roof

Louvered roof frames
fixed horizontal louvers 1.22”x1.22”
(31x31 mm) in aluminum

Louvered roof frames
fixed horizontal louvers 1.18”x1.18”
(30x30 mm) in wood

Louvered roof frames
fixed vertical louvers 0.79”x2.17”
(20x55 mm) in aluminum

Box unit

Floor (Box unit only)
Infills are not included

LEDline
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Puro

OPTIONS

BOX

range

BAY

Structure

Louvered wall frames

BOX OR BAY

The fixed louvers are designed in-house, offering elegance with smooth rounded edges
and finished with the utmost precision.

A structural profile, powder coated
in black, white or dark grey. Custom
colors are available. All coating is
textured powder coating for outdoor
use with 5% gloss.
The complete structure must be
anchored to the floor or ground.
Add a floor of your choice (Box units
only). Floor infills are not included.

Profile

Colors

RAL9005
black

93
3.66”

Trending colors

68/60960
bronze

WOOD | HORIZONTAL | FIXED

Wall frames with a powder-coated
decorative aluminum structure in a
fixed position. Each frame consists
of powder-coated fixed louvers of
0.79”x2.17” (20x55 mm), positioned
vertically in a 2.44” (62 mm) grid.

Wall frames with a powder-coated
decorative aluminum structure in a
fixed position. Each frame consists of
powder-coated fixed louvers of 1.22”
x1.22” (31x31 mm), positioned horizontally
in a 2.44” (62 mm) grid.

Wall frames with a powder-coated
decorative aluminum structure in a
fixed position. Each frame consists
of Thermo Ayous fixed louvers of
1.18”x1.18” (30x30 mm), positioned
horizontally in a 2.44” (62 mm) grid.

Also available as sliding wall elements
(Box units only).

Also available as sliding wall elements
(Box units only).

RAL9016
white

RAL7016
dark grey

RAL9006
grey

ALUMINUM | HORIZONTAL | FIXED

Colors

93
3.66”

RAL9016
white

ALUMINUM | VERTICAL | FIXED
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RAL9016
white

0.79”

Trending colors

Custom colors

Profile

Colors

RAL9005
black

RAL7016
dark grey

RAL9006
grey

RAL
DB703
grey

Profile

Thermo Ayous

RAL9005
black

68/60960
bronze

RAL7016
dark grey

RAL9006
grey

RAL
DB703
grey

1.22”

Trending colors

Custom colors

1.18”

PURO RANGE

1.22”



2.17”

OUTDOOR LIVING

68/60960
bronze

1.18”

•
•
•
Custom colors

•

Lightweight & ecological
Tropical and fast-growing
Export is possible because of
thermal treatment
Subject to natural discoloration

RAL
DB703
grey
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Puro

OPTIONS
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Louvered roof frames

range

mm
)

Retractable
fabric roof

Fixed roof

A solid and waterproof solution
made of insulated sandwich
panels. The roof comes
equipped with a drainage
system.

The integrated LEDline, an
illuminated cover, is a unique
and special detail that gives
this luxurious lounge corner an
elegant finishing touch.

The bottom side of the fixed
roof can be finished with wood
or with a decorative fabric of
your choice. The maximum span
of a fixed roof is 15.26’ (4650
mm).

The 24V LEDline backlit cover is
available in warm white (3000K;
3.05 W/ft) and cold white (6500K,
3.05 W/ft).

LEDline

The fixed louvers are designed in-house, offering elegance with smooth rounded edges
and finished with the utmost precision.

ALUMINUM | HORIZONTAL | FIXED

WOOD | HORIZONTAL | FIXED

Roof with a powder-coated,
decorative aluminum structure in a
fixed position. Each frame consists
of powder-coated, fixed louvers of
0.79”x2.17” (20x55 mm), positioned
vertically in a 2.44” (62 mm) grid.

Roof with powder-coated, decorative
aluminum frames in a fixed position.
Each frame consists of powder-coated,
fixed louvers of 1.22”x1.22” (31x31 mm),
positioned horizontally in a 2.44” (62
mm) grid.

Roof
with
powder-coated,
decorative aluminum frames in a
fixed position. Each frame consists
of Thermo Ayous fixed louvers of
1.18”x1.18” (30x30 mm), positioned
horizontally in a 2.44” (62 mm)
grid.

A retractable roof with fiberglass fabrics. The manual
operation allows you to
perfectly control the amount of
sunlight. Waterproof and nonwaterproof shading solutions
in a wide variety of colors. The
maximum span of a fabric roof
is 13.63’ (4154 mm).

Colors

Colors

Thermo Ayous

Fabric colors — solar
Openness factor: 5%

RAL9016
white

RAL9005
black

0.79”

Trending colors

RAL9006
grey

68/60960
bronze

1.22”

RAL7016
dark grey

RAL7016
dark grey

1.18”

1.22”

Trending colors

RAL9006
grey

1.18”

RAL9005
black

Profile

2.17”

RAL9016
white

Profile

68/60960
bronze

•
•
•
•

Lightweight & ecological
Tropical and fast-growing
Export is possible because of
thermal treatment
Subject to natural discoloration

002002

008002

002007

001002

001001

001061

001010

030030

Fabric colors — solar+waterproof
Openness factor: 3%

002002

002007

007007

The IP67 LED strip is waterproof
and comes with 55 LEDs/ft.
The LEDline can be integrated in
any side of the structural profiles.

Color
temperature

Fabric colors

N001

N002

N003

warm
white

cold
white

3000 K

6500 K

Profile

93
3.66”

ALUMINUM | VERTICAL | FIXED

N009
93
3.66”

DB703
grey
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DB703
grey

033001

001010

010010

N903

N904

N901

N902
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STAY IN TOUCH!

Follow us
on LinkedIn,
Instagram,
Facebook
& YouTube!

Contact
ALUVISION USA
1620 Satellite Boulevard, Suite C
Duluth, GA 30097 USA
T: (470) 252 3500

ALUVISION NV
Clemence Dosschestraat 44
9800 Deinze, Belgium
T: +32 (0)9 381 54 70

info@aluvision-outdoor.com
www.aluvision-outdoor.com
O20U05

